PajamaParade, Beloit Gold Is Final Threat
RaftBurning
Starts Weekend To Lawrence Title March
Bucs Invade Viking Field
For Blue-White Home Finale

Floats, Game, Dance to
Highlight Homecoming;
Gridders Elect Queen
There will be no scantily clad
freshman women on the stage of
Memorial chapel tonight, but wo
L A W R E N C E C O LLEG E, A PPLETO N . W IS.
men s pajamas and myriad acces
sories will be sufficient attraction V O L. 69, NO. 7
Friday, Oct. 28. 1949
for the traditional homecoming pep
rally. The program is scheduled to
begin at 7 p. m.
The college pep band, directed
by Calvin Sicgrist,
will
tramp
LAWRENCE
B E L O IT
from dorm • to • dorm beginning at

Probable Lineups

wt.

196
rally will be under the direction of 208
Pep Co - chairmen Arden Young >08
195
blood and Paul Elsberry.
Coach
Bernle Heselton and 170
Captain Don Boya will
speak 220
the members of the football team 190
will he introduced, and then the 160
first - year wom en
will begin 170
their parading across the stage 190
to be judged for the most original 174
night costumes.

Judges will be Professors
Wil
liam F. Raney, James C. Stewart,
Wiitiam B. Easton, Jr., and Wil
liam C. Harder.
After the rally, students
will
troop down to the Fox river banks
near the college tennis courts to
Witness the traditional burning of
the raft float. A torchlight parade
wil' be staged on College avenue
afterwards, and freshmen wearing
green beanies will be admitted free
of charge to the Appleton or Rio
theaters.

Player
Pos.
Radtke
LE
Chamberlain L T
Hoi way
LG
Thompson
C
Landsberg
RT
Nitzsche
RG
MacKenzie RE
QB
Boya
RH
Forbush
Haas
LF
Kuester
FB

Class
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Soph.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

Ht.
6-3
6-0
5-111
6-0
5-9
5-111
6-2
5-7
6-0
6-2
5-7

Player
Wt.
Newsom
165
Weinkauf
195
Mayer
185
Bickford
170
Janssen
215
McCauley 175
Miles
175
Peccarelli 165
190
Swanson
Brekk?
170
Williams.D. 170

Ht. Class
6-0
Jr.
6-1
Jr.
Jr.
5-11
6-1
Jr.
Sr.
6-2
5-11 Soph.
6-1
Sr.
5-10
Sr.
Jr.
6-0
5-9
Jr..
5-10 Soph.

By GEORGE FR ED ER IC K
The Lawrence college football team, unbeaten and untied
in six games thus far this season, will meet Beloit's Buccaneers
at Whiting field tomorrow afternoon in what from the stand
point of sheer spectacle, is the game of the year.

A huge

homecoming crowd is expected to be on hand to watch the
Vikes go after their fourth conference championship in the
past five years of league competition. The game will begin
at 2 p.m.
Ollie Olson, Beloit's head coach, will bring a squad of 42
men into town, including 21 lettermen and a good crop of
sophomores. The Bucs, who have not won a conference game
since 1947, will depend heavily upon the arm of Lou Peccarelli,
Injuries to key players h a v e
crippled the Beloit team thus far.
strength for tomorrow's cont e s t.
Peccarelli, recognized as one of
the outstanding passers in the con
ference, will spearhead an attack

SEC Advises
Alterations in
Editor Selection

U W K K N It
C’arlrion
K lpon
Monili ou III
Oriniteli
Cornell
Knox
Helslt

Constitution Not
Approved Pending
Board of Control O.K.

Cm

Thirteen floats will assemble
near the chapel at 10 a. in. Sat
urday for another downtown par
ade, and at 2 p. m . the L a w 
rence - Beloit homecoming game
gets underway with the Vikes out
to clinch an undisputed confer
ence championship.
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After a special investigating com
which will in all probability be
mittee had recommended that the
concentrated on aerials. Halfbacks
constitution of
The
Lawrentian
Jim Swanson. Rog Brekke
and
should not be approved and that
Jack Schultz lead a ground attack
which runs from a s i n g 1 e-w i n g
the student executive
committee
formation.
should suggest that the board of
Fullbacks Dale Williams and
All fraternity houses will hold op control for The Lawrentian amend
Stlg Nelson will perform in the
en house in the quadrangle after
kev position of Beloit's modified
the game, and resTdcntV of RuTsell *ts constitution in regard to the
Minnesota Y formation. O t h e r
Sane hail will al*o welcome guests manner in which the editor be chobacks who will see action are
to their dormitory until 5:20 p. m. sen. the SEC unanimousuly approv
Quarterbacks Bill Dahlquist. a
An informal dinner will be held ed both recommendations last Monjunior, Junie Sinson and Howie
for alumni at the Elks* club house
Andrews, sophomore halfbacks,
beginning at 6:30 p, m.
Robert
night.
and Harry Sator, a scatback who
Wil eh, administrative assistant, is I The suggested amendment rec
1 is a dangerous open field runn»
in charge of arrangements
ommends that before the board of
I At the ends, Olson will probably
The homecoming dance also in- control meets to consjder the apins»* Jim Miles and Hal Newsom
formal, will begm at 8:30 in A1-;
„
as targets for the bullet-like passes
exar.der gymnasium. At intermis- plications for the positions ot e iof Peccarelli. Miles is also an out
s»on time, the homecoming queen, tor and business manager.
the
standing defensive end. H o 1 m a n
elected by the football team, will president of the student body hold
Pet»ibone, one of the best receivers
be presented and she will cut a an election among the
salaried
on the squad, will probably see
hu/’^ football cake.
action early in the game.
The dance will last until 1:30 a. staff members plus the sports ediBeloit's line should be strongest
m. with Orville Bathke’s band pro- tor. but excluding the editor and
tackles where they have
viding music.
Women will
Vike
Captain
Don
Boya
is
shown
(right)
in
a
huddle
with
lhj anssen
i(i,
^¡business manager who are memand A1 Weink a u f.
granted 130 permissions.
bers of the board of control, to de- Cooch Bernie Heselton (center) and Assistant Coach John Janssen was an all-conference selGeneral co • chairmen for
Ro .'s termino the staff's choice of editor. Sines (left) Tomorrow's Lawrence homecoming game will of- <-ction in 1946, but did not play
homecoming weekend are
The results of this election would fer the last chance for Vike fans to see the undefeated squad las* J eJ*r fiVc 10 a bac* inj"ry- Hc
Sackott and Joanne Hamilton.
be sent to »he board of control ¡n action on Whiting field. Lawrence has already clinched a have regained^ i s ' ‘461'form! Weirn
Schoenberger Starts
which consists of the editor, busi- shore of the Midwest conference championship and a Sat- kauf. playing his third year of varness manager, student body presi- urday win over Beloit will give them an undisputed title. (Post- sity b«n. w«s given honorable men
Law rence Forensics
tion in the conference
balloting
dent, faculty advisor and a mem . Crescent Photo).
laFt year and is particularly strong
The Lawrence forensic program!
, .
. , , A
on offense.
will soon get under way, according ber of
administration, and ini
Sophomore Dick McCauley
will
to Edwin W . Schoenberger. associ- case of a discrepancy between the
hold down one guard position and
ate professor of speech.
recommendation of the editor and
A1 Mayer the other. McCauley has
All students interested in debate. that of the staff, no election of the
played sensational ball for a first

Sigman Speaks Sess/er, Artist
First Speaker
On LAA List

year man and Mayer is an ex
editor. wiU • » hold at that m e e t - A f S D A
M e e t
perienced junior.
ing of the board of control. If such
Harold Itickford, a junior play
a discrepancy should occur it is exElect C lor, D u ffey as
ing bis second year as a regular,
pected that the matter be thorough
will start at the center slot. He
O rg a n iza tio n 's H ead s
ly investigated.
The first of a series of lectures will be ably supported by Kd
Members of the spocial investi Samuel Sigman, Appleton attor- bei».g sponsored by the Lawrence Bergman, a sophomore who is
gating
committee were President ncy. wil! speak to members of the Art association will be delivered pushing him for the first string
. ,
both.
John Fillion, William
Beringer, ... . , ,
r%
.
...
a w __ « c-_,
pro- Other linemen who will see plenRussell Ellis. James Vessey, Rich Students f<” Democratic Act.on or-,t>y Alfied Sessler, assistant
Today
Marv lois Laumann ganization next Wednesday at 7:30 fcssor of art at the University of ty of action are Tackles Dick HallJudging of house decorations • 5 ard Bickle, .Mary
Lon,
.n n .^
^ ^
^
^
Sunday a, 3
L,nde; Guard, Jim
and Anita Higg
p. m.
Hartman, Jim Gray and
Frank
P» p rally and pajama parade .1 The suggested amendment
will Sigman is the attorney for the Main hall 42.
IEarnest and End Chick O ’Neil.
be considered by The .Lawrentian |ocjl t|.ades and unlor)
„ and Sealer. a native
7 p.m.
Milwaukean, Hallman, Linde and Hartman have
Burning of raft, torchlight par- board of control at its next meet
is chairman of the Democratic par- had his early art education at the been particularly impressive this
ling
ade - 8:30 p.m.
ty’s organizing committee for this Layton Art Institute in Milwaukee *cí s?n:
Tomorrow
Schultz and Nelson will h.-mdle
Homecoming parade - 10 a.m.
vicinity. He is also secretary of and received a BS degree in art the punting, while Fullback
Ed
Game - Lawrence vs. Beloit - 2
tho Appleton council on tolerance, education from Milwaukee S t a t e M irtin will use his educated toe
D m.
and understanding.
Teachers’ college. He obtained his for conversions and kickoffs. Ol
Homecoming dance • 9 p.m.
Oificers
were
elected
at
the
last master’s from the University
of son has been concentrating on of
Sunday
____ i__..... .. bridge
....................
..... ^ at
Competitive
is starting
fensive blocking, tackling and pass
Art Ass'n program - Alfred Sess- th0 Hamar union next week. Larry SDA meeting. President Is Harry Wisconsin and upon completion of ^ ‘‘j,nse in preparation for
this
ler. speaker—Main hall 49—3 p. m Hammond, union chairman said re- Clor, Phi Kappa Tau, and David his studies there received his prcs- game.
Tuesday
____
^
_________
In u series which dates back to
cently. Entrance fee
for
each Duftey is vice-president. Duffey is'ent position on the faculty.
Math club meeting - Science hallCOUp]e ¡s 25 cents, which will cover
11)9 9 , Lawrence and Beloit have
Sessler
has
r
e
c
e
i
v
e
d
m
a
n
y
a
columnist
for
The
Lawrentian
200 - 7 p.m.
the cost of prizes being given to
met 42 times. The Vikes
have
awirds in graphics and paintings emerged victorious on 29 occasions,
and an independent.
Thursday
the winners.
SHident recital - Peabody hall 1 Notices will be posted soon in Other officers are Carolyn Lewis, at the Wisconsin Painters Exhibit been beaten 10 times a n d t i e d
4:30 p. m.
Main hall, the conservatory and the secretary; Robert Frederick, mem- in Milwaukee and at the Salons in three. Teams coachcd by Bernie
*itist series - Bidu Sayao - 8:30
¡on Any0nc interested may sign btvship chairman; Susan Fry, as- Madison. This year one of
his Heselton have won six out of nine
p m.
encounters.
A schafskopf contest will be held
SAI reception following Bidu Say- lho following week on Sunday and sistanl membership chairman; Jo- prints was selected to be purchased
Last year Lawrence trounced
ao conceit
'will be conducted in the same man- sePh Kortenhof, program c h a i r- for the permanent collection of the
(Turn lo Page 5)
¡man; and Jack Glasner, publicity, library of congress.
.ner.
?oVc'notTeo
in Main hall. The title of the next
meeting will be set
after the
group is organized.

ßiU M oafid

Bridge, Schafskopf
Contests at Union

2 The Lowrtifion

World Topics
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Bidu Sayao Is
First of Series

,
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~ Communists Ruled Unlawful;
C/or Argues Jury's Decision

IFirst Concert
Of Symphony
November 7

a y E L O Y F O M IN A Y A
BY H A R R Y ( LOR
Two weeks ago, the jury which and enough good will to ultimately! The first concert of the 1949-50
season by the Lawrence Little sym
had been sitting nine months at choose right from wrong.
Freedom
has
no
meaning
if
we
phony will be held Monday, Nov
Foley Square, New York, reached
are
willing
to
extend
it
only
to
ember
7, at 8:15 p. m. in Peabody
Lyric Soprano Sings
its decision. They found 11 leaders
those who agree with us. The out hall.
of
the
Communist
party
guilty
of
Here Thursday Night
With the expansion of the depart
violating those provisions of the lawing of political beliefs, whatev ment of chamber music last year,
Bidu Sayao, internationally fam- Smith act which make unlawful to er they are, may well be the first a need was felt for an organization
ous soprano of the Metropolitan ••advocate or teach the overthrow 'step down the road to censorship of chamber proportions capable of
performing that segment of the
Opera company, will open the Law the government of the United and thought control.
symphonic literature which is writ
The
Communist
party
is
hard^
reice college artist series n e x t 1states by force or violence.”
If
ten for small orchestra and which is
Thursday evening at 8:30 p. m. in this decision is upheld by the Su ly as much of a "clear and preMemorial chapel.
preme court, it will mean the out lMO’s when it had many more
1 followers and a toehold in the
The Brazilian lyric s o p r a n o lawing of the Communist party.
Although Judge Medina did seem sent danger" now as it was in the '
who 1m one of the favorite* of
(and
music audiences of both Ameri to qualify the application of the government. Communists
Smith act in his instructions to the many who are not communists)
cas, wan introduced to
this
out of
jury, these instructions still repre have since been rooted
country by Toscanini in 1936. The sent a considerable departure from government, and party support
great maestro chose the petite, that famous dictum layed down by ers have greatly decreased
in
number.
tit'an-haired prima donna for his Justice Holmes.
Said this great American jur
The Republic will not fall be
soloist in Debussy's “ B l e a s e d
ist, “ W e in'ist be eternally vigi cause the party is allowed to exist. :
Da morel" w ith the New Y o r k
lant against attempts to check That small degree of danger which!
I'hilharmonic symphony orches
the expression of opinion» that we eradicate by outlawing it will
we loathe and believe
to be be more than offset by our depart
tra.
The season after her debut un frought with death," unless they ure from the basic principles of;
present a "clear and
present the First Amendment.
der Toscanini she sang at the Met
danger" to the structure of socie
The verdict was rendered against
ropolitan opera where she
has ty.
a background of Red
hysteria
starred ever since. Her operatic
This philosophy should always be which has been sweeping the coun- j
roies have ranged from the spark- our guide in our dealings with so- try since 1946. It will serve as a
ling comedy of Mozart to the ro- called subversives. We must have green light to those politicians and
the courage to extend democratic journalists who would make a joke
m.mce and tragedy of Verdi’s ‘‘La rights to everyone and the faith, out of our civil liberties.
dy of the Camellias."
which underlies democracy,
that The Supreme Court
should re
Borr. into a wealthy Rio dc Jan-1the people have enough intelligence verse the decision.
nro family which took a dim view
of careers for women, Bidu began
to study voire secretly at the age
of 14. With strategeins devised by
her teacher, she finally won the
confidence of her family and they
took her to Paris where she be
ta ne a pupil of the great Jean de
Res7 ke.

rarely heard. The Little symphony,
conducted by« Kenneth Byler, was
founded to fill that need. It* is an
extra-curricular organization con
sisting of selected members of the
Lawrence Symphony.
The Little symphony presented its
first concert on March 21, 1949, to a
capacity audience at Peabody hall,
where it was very favorably re
ceived. During the spring seveial
off-campus concerts for high school
audiences were given in Clintonville and Appleton, and the orches
tra was heard bj' the members and
delegates of the Wisconsin Teachers
convention.
This year the Little symphony
will present several concerts at
I^awrence and in nearby communi
ties.

GO DELUXE

AT LOWEST RATES

Y ellow Cab
Dial 3-4444

" I KNOW YOU'LL

After her Furopean studies »he
returned to Kin for her debut,
am' after a short period she was
ae<-|aimed at the foremost opera
house* of Furope. From I t a l y
she went to France to sing at
th»' Paris Opera, then hack to
South America for a coveted en
gagement at Buenos Aires' Teattn Colon.

L IK E CHESTERFIELDS. . .
THEY'RE MUCH MILDER.
IT'S MY CIGARETTE."

V! vs Snvao’s debut in the United
£ta*es came aliout through a party
she attended when she first vi-ited
this country as a tourist.
There she met Toscanini, who
coM'plimented her on a
|K*rformar.c* at La Scala several years
previous Upshot of the meeting)
wa* that she sang "The Blessed,
Uamo/.el” with the New York phil
ha> monic

"’j'famiiÖTi
w 1 *««■ »«*'« M N ( w m cm

~of Course!

JFW FLER
I Ufr«#* i m Lmamt m M m Tmm» C*

British Author
Features Convo

Unseen Crews
BeginOperations

'Labor in Government'
Cole's Topic Thursday

S u r v e y o f C o lle g e
D r in k in g

A t t it u d e s

C o n d u c te d b y

Y a le

The Lawrentian 3
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on alcohol studies of the Yale uni
versity laboratory of applied physi
ology. Selden D. Bacon, associate
professor of sociology, and Robert
Straus, research assistant in ap
plied physiology and assistant pro
fessor of sociology are co-directors
of the survey.
“There are no facts available on
the drinking habits and attitudes of
our college population," according
to Bacon. “Instead, there is a large
mass of subjective opinion and mis
information on the subject. As a re
sult, many sincere persons have ac
quired a distorted impression of the
nature of the drinking behavior and
problems in the American college.**

New Haven. Conn. (IP) A survey
of the drinking habits and attitudes
of college students around the na
Announce Committees; tion
is being conducted at Yale
Mrs. Margaret Cole, distinguish*
university. Class groups in approxi
ed British author, lecturer and hon
Play Practice Starts
mately 90 colleges will be given
orary secretary of the Fabian so
Backstage crews for the play, questionnaires during the next 10
ciety, will address convocation on
‘‘Berkelj’ Square” , h a v e b e g u n months. This self-administered, 100work, according to John F. Sol- question survey is concerned solely
November 3. Her topic
will be
lers, assistant professor of drama with determining the nature, in
"British Labor in Government: Its
tics anr1 director of the
s t a g e cidence and development of drink
Plans Ahead.”
ing behavior and its relationship to
crews,
Sponsored by the League for In
H>»bert Whitaker heads the prop other aspects of behavior.
dustrial Democracy, Mrs. Cole has
crew, and is assisted by Joan Jan- The investigation is part of an
written widely in the field of eco
se»» and Joan Miller. Lester Grube over-all study of normal drinking
nomics and human relations. Be
is chairman of the carpenter crew. behavior being made by the section
sides these writings, she and her
Working with him are E 1 w o o d
husband have written more than 30
Forstman, Thornton Lowe, Arden
Mrs. Margaret Cole
N O T H IN G S O
detective stories which have had
Herstman Lyla Keeling,
John
an eager reading audience in Great
Bluomc-, William Gillham, Donald
Britian and other
parts of the N ew m an Club Initiates
Koskinet and Donald Hclgeson.
PERSO N A L . .
world.
F*»rn Collins and Carole Kaiser
con prise the costume committee.
Mrs. Cole received her
early 17; Plan Barn Dance
Nothing So
training in the field of classics. a V
Crews which have not yet begun
Unusually Luxurious
to work are makeup; with Lois
Girton college she was
awarded Som etim e in N ovem ber
first honors in classical studies and | Seventeen members were initiat La' ton ir charge, lighting, headed
As Jewelry.
on graduation taught classics for a ed into the Newman club a week by Hichard Sears and sound; which
is under the management of Earl
period of two years.
ago Sunday in a ceremony conduct Glosser.
While a staff member of a labor
ed by Father Victor, advisor.
Rehearsals have gotten
under
research bureau in 1918, she mar-j
Following initiation
the group wa>, according to F.
212 E. College Ave.
Theodore
ried economist G. D. H. Cole. Since
went to St. Joseph’s social center
dramatics.
then she has collaborated with her where they heard an address by Clouk, professor of
Dial 4-4247
husband in his works on problems Stephen F, Darling, professor of •The first and second acts have
beer broken in, and rehearsals of
of labor and economics.
chemistry. A coke dance was giv the third act will start Monday,”
en for the new members after his he stated.
Y E S T E R D A Y ’S C O N V O
Comment on manners and morals speech.
Diane Kohlnurst. Helen
dating back to 1819 was the main 1 Those initiated were Nancy Van Pannier,
theme (if yesterday’s homecoming Hooy, Beverly Buchman, Barbara Bruton, Patricia Wooley, Leonard
Down.
Mary
Schmidt, Margaret Rowe,
Betty Bykowski, Conald
convocation.
Donald Jones had charge of the Burns, Martha Cluberius, Donallee Hrobsky, Joyce Robinson and An
casting and directing of the series of Haworth, Candida 3aker, Paula gela Farago.
three skits written by Art Modder
and John Gebert. Music was pro
vided by the pep band under the1
direction of Calvin Siegrist.
F IL M S
The first skit dated 1849, gave a
review of the Lawrence college
K O D A K S
'
rules of that period—rules such as
O u r Sh o rt O r d e r s
“No young lady shall be seen on 1
the street with or keep company
A r e the Best a n d M o s t
P H O T O
D E V E L O P IN G
with any young gentleman.”
A Charleston routine featuring
R e a s o n a b ly Priced
Jim Heinritz hignlightcd the second
skit, set in the 1920's—bootleg era
"Y O U KN O W T H E P LA C E"
of the prohibition days.
M
u
r
p
h
y
'
s
R
e
s
t
a
u
r
a
n
t
The cycle of manners and morals
was completed in the third skit,
219 E. College
which showed that people haven’t
changed much in the last 100 years

MARX JEWELERS

K o ch Photo Shop

Every Entree a Specialty

Methodist Supper,
Party Sunday Night
The Methodist student fellowship
will hold its regular meeting Sun
day The meeting, to start at 5:30
with a supper costing 30 cents, will
inciude recreation, games and sing
ing
Beginning in November, meetings
wil* be held around the
central
theme of making a better world.
WARNER

TOILET
WATER

BROS.

RIO T H EA T R E
•

NOW

P LA Y IN G

•

with

ATOMIZER

The Most Dangerous
Adventure of llis Careers

Humphrey

BOGART
“T O K Y O JO E”
PLU S:
NOW
Warner

uro»

“H O L ID A Y
IN H A V A N A *
S H O W IN G
.
r_ Ä . .

A PPLETO N

Students
Improve your grades by rent
ing one of our late model
typewriters.

FOX RIVER OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
HOT W. W’ls. Are.

Phone 4-2685

C h o i c e

of

F o u r

F r a g r a n c e s :

L O R IG A N - L ’A IM ANT - E M E R A U D E -

‘P A R IS ’

Hrtween Shampoo»-*
»pray on hair to keep
il Jreth and tu/ccl.

Cosmetics • • . Street Floor

yimiae Co.

í f.C .fy

After Washing Hand»*
»pray bejore drying,

t “ M r . fehabod aad Ma,
comedy Is social comedy. If forced
to classify “ I W as a Male W ar Toad” , T h u n . • W e d .
While not on a par with suck
Bride" we would put it under this
gems as “ Snow White” or “ Pi»heading.
W e 'd hesitate before pulling out nochio” , this new Disney releaae
all stops in praise of I.W .A .M .W .B . still represents te finest work now
E D I T E D B V GLA H SN E K
but we will say that it’s lots of fun. being done in the animated ca»>
Homecoming swept the fraternities and sororities this week as the
It
concerns a Frenchman,
Cary toon.
house and float decoration planning and construction moved ahead at
Grant, who weds an
American
Those of you who,
with
your
a frantic pace. Scouring the city of Appleton for bits of material, tne
boys and girls worked themselves into a state of happy exhaustion.
W A C , Ann Sheridan, and his at newly acquired sophistication, now
regard Disney as kid stuff should
Culminating in the award of the prize for the very best, homecoming B Y A R T M O D D K R
tempts to gain entry into the U . S.
drop in and
let the old master
seemed interminably long and arduous, but for many, it was worth it Kio: 'I Was a Male W ar B ride/’
under the laws providing for the bring you up to date. Bing Crosby
Many of the fraternities will hold open house for their alums and p f|
Wed.
guests following the game, and will feature traditional warming bev The motion picture has great po admittance of war brides. Take it and Basil Rathbone do the vocdl
work.
from there yourself.
erages and miscellaneous nourishment.

4 The Lawrentfon

Friday, October 28, 1949 'At the Movie*

Your Chapter and Mine Disney, Grant

Included in
Weekend Fare

tentialities as one of the livliest of
the
seven lively arts. It has great
P I Beta I’hl
-----of the all-college picture. A1 is a potentialities as a weapon for soWc had fun and a dandy work
out when wc had a football prac sensitive young man and would «P-jcia: reform, improvement rather—
preciate it if his admirers wouldn t reform ¡s an ugly word with a sortice and a picnic last Sunday after
sneer at him in public.
I^id history,
noon. It was held at Telulah park.
| jt, should never
be
forgotten
A Settlement school tea will
be Alpha Chi Omega
Monday evening our
national though, that movies are also suheld at the home of Mis. Buchan
vice-president, Mrs. Vera
Millis, perb entertainment. Comedy,
so
an, one of our alums, on Novem
stopped in for a few minutes to ^0 ftcn deplore'! by high brow of conber 3. We will see the various
visit before she met with the Ap-Stricte{j brain development, is one
products of the school which will
pleton
alums. Our president, Mur- of the most refreshing of all drabe on display.
iel Lindemann, with Jackie Garner matic forms.
Our chapter is planning for
a
different
three day visit by our very own and Carol Kaiser, our vice-presi- There are so many
dent,
enjoyed
dinner
with
Mrs.
Milkinds
of
comedy
that
it
would
be
province president, Margaret Dick,
lis
on
Monday
evening.
use.’ess
to
try
to
enumerate
them
on November 5 through 7. We have
.here Let it suffice to say that each
had news from some of our alums: Alpha Delta Pi
province
president, has its own special appeal for its
Betty Flom has been elected presi Our own
visit own special audience. All too fre
dent of the student body at Kath Mrs. Engstrom, paid us a
arine Gibbs, while Kvie Russell is frain October 24 to the 27. Last quently certain types are misunone of ten girls chosen from Tube Tuesday we had a tea for her. All darstood and thus unappreciated,
Coburn, N.Y., to assist with
a
fashion show to be held at the Wal the officers had meetings with her. An example would be the Henry
up
On Monday we serenaded all the Morgan picture which shoed
dorf Astoria shortly.
I'hi Delta Theta
here Inst spring. Roughly a third
boys on campus.
W«- have finished our house dec Kappa Alpha Theta
of the people who saw it under
oration. MacNaughton has put to
stood it and the other two - thirds
this
Nothing
happened
to
us
gether our bookcase.
didn't like it.
We ore going to have our second week.
annual homecoming game with the Delta G a m m a
One of the oldest of all forms of
this
Nothing happened to us
Delts next week. Our activities will
begin with a parade to Whiting field week.
at 4. continue with the
football Kappa Delta
B e S u r e to
this
Nothing happened to us
game, followed by a buffet lunch
iit the I'lii Delt house, and finally week.
Visit
end with dancing until II at our Iteta Theta PI
house.
Nothing happened to us
this
SiKiiia I'hi Ijislliin
week.
We are going to give a dinner I'hi Kappa Tau
this
Saturday noon for our alums, re Nothing happened to us
turning to the scene
of
their week.
Sig Ep Don Buck’ Brown pinned Theta Margaret Scott.

Delta Tau Delta

Nothing happened to us
rv he moved during the snapping week.

this

Across From Prangc's
Open Evenings Till 8:00 P. M

‘SeUtttÿ
P R E S C R I P T I O N

O f

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP
129 N. Oneida St

F O R L A S T IN G P L E A S U R E
Carmen Excerpts Sung by Gladys Swarthoul
Edith Sitwell Reading Her Own Poems.
Don Cossacks — Singles and Albums
as heard in their concert.
F A R R ' S
224 E. College Ave.

M E L O D Y

S H O P
D ial 3-5135

... .v.-

TH E

ELM TREE BAKERY
308 E. College Ave.

P H A R M A C Y

204 E. College Ave.
W it h

Appleton's Smartest
Card, Book and
Gift Shop

lA N b SO M E; C A S U A L LO O K
BEGINS W IT H T H E H A IR
Expert Hoircuts Given of

Dial 3-5551
C o m p le te

D r i l l ’s

A n d

*«*

I .¡lies

* \%vs t i c

„ . « a « , 0

T o ile tries

*

-

) o u leave n o traces o n cigarettes

iVo r e d s i a i n s o n coffee c u p s

M o s m e a r s o n Die M a n

in y o u r life

. . . o n 0 \ YOU
A p p l y ...l e a v e 2 0 m i n u t e s . . .b l o t ...a n d y o u r

lip stick p r o b l e m is over f o r the d a y .

A secret French formula. truly revolutionary and amazing! It gives you red, curved,
beautiful lips without that heavy painted look. In eight luscious color»

designed by French beauty.f^hion experts. Large, de luxe size only $ 1 .0 0 (plus tax)

In better stores only.

vÀ Ç S
‘ Guitar? (pronounced guitar)
Now Manufactured in U .S.A .

non»smear lip*tl*k
.nutum

Cosmetics . . Street Floor

JrC 'fy u m a e Co.

Lawrence Cross Country
Teams Face Beloit Next
The Press Box
By B ILL FERGUSON

Friday, October 28, 1949

The Lawrentian 5

Elsberry and
Schumacher
Big Threats

Seldom is any coach able to keep his men psychologically ‘‘up" for Lawrence college’s varsity and
freshman cross country squads will
three games in succession. To Coach Bernie Heselton is due great
engage Beloit at 11:45 a.m. tomor
credit for the performance of this deed. Confronted by an awe inspir row at Whiting field.
The Beloit harriers will be led
ing schedule which included games with Carlcton. Monmouth and
lettermen
Carrol
Ripon on successive weekends, Bernie had to have the Vikes at a by returning
Schumacher, Don MeNamee, Stan
“peak” for each game. These teams, along with
Crosland, Bill Thornton, Jim HelLawrence were rated the top three in the Midwest
wi*> and Chuck Zimmerman.
conference and to lose just one of these contests
The most outstanding of
these
could w-ell have been disastrous.
athletes is Schumacher who
has
The first order of business demanded that
been a mainstay of the Beloit team
Lawrence beat down a top-rated and heavier
and should give Vike captain Paul
opponent in Carleton college.
This task was
¡Elsberry a battle. Schumacher is a
done well to the tune of 20-6. The Vikes second
great distance runner, placing In
job required a trip to Monmouth, Illinois and the
both the one mile and the two mile
ruin of a Monmouth homecoming was achieved by
runs in last year’s Midwest conferTop defensive linebacker for the Beloit Bucs Is Dick M cCau*
coming from behind to win 21-13 in an extremely
ience track meet.
ley, o sophomore. Dick was injured early in the season but it
rough game. The third task, and a task very well
j Beloit has done about as well as
done, found the men in blue and white outfighting
Lawrence in cross country
this now reported seeing heavy action.
and outsmarting a never-say-die Ripon team by a
^vear, losing to the defending cham
score of 28-7 in the crucial battle of the conference.
Forbush
pions, Cornell, by just about the
Having now clinched by these victories a tie for the championship, same score as Lawrence did. Last
in a
the team ran salt away the title for Lawrence by a homecoming win week they placed second
involving
tomorrow afternoon against Beloit. Beloit will have nothing to lose southern Illinois meet,
two Illinois schools and Beloit.
by a defeat and everything to gain by winning and will probably
Lawrence will be out after its
shoot the works to do so. However, the Vikings have not been third triumph of the cross country
and
denied victory at any time this year and with the title within an arm s season, losing to Marquette
¡Cornell and outrunning both Ripon
reach they won't be letting down until the final gun harks.
and Carleton.
•
*
•
Last Saturday’s game saw a favorable temperature, but a stiff wind
greeted both teams. Real spirit and support for the team was evidenced
by the large throngs of Lawrence fans and the empty campus left
behind. With the wind in their faces the Vikes held well in the first
quarter and then really turned on the steam in the second period.
TYim McKenzie set up the first Lawrence score and his own T D
Lawrence’s
freshman
cross
when he blocked a Ripon kick which ineidently ripped his helmet oil. country team scored a 20-39 victory
Ripon’s
Four plays later he grabbed a Don Boya aerial and fought his way to at Ripon last Saturday.
the goal. The next marker came when Claude Radtke grabbed a pass Friswald took first place, but the
junior Vikes swept the next six as
from Bob McCabe, got away from two Redmen and scored.
By the manner in which the team started in the second half the Boshka, Meyer, Brown. McClure.
casual observer might have surmised that Lawrence was behind by R ikus and Horstmann finished in
14 points and Mas trying to make them up instead of being ahead by that order to provide the winning
that margin. As soon as Reed Forbush grabbed Kipons second-hall !margin.
kickoff on the ten yard line and started for his own right sideline a
«1
host of Lawrence blockers mowed a path which paved the way lor
his spectacular and stunning » 0 yard gallop.
Not long after, alert Tom McKenzie grabbed a deflected pass in
tended for Claude Radtke and outsprinted all-stater “Booby ’ Born lor
the final marker. The awareness and quick response of the team to I Showing full power for the first
just about all situations made the game a pleasure to watch for the time this season, Lawrence col
Lawrence rooteis and the victory was well-earned and well-celebrated. lege’s cross-country team o v c rSpecial commendation is due again to the defensive line which has whelmed Ripon last S a t u r d a y
been compared favorably by some to the Great Wall of China. Of the morning on the Redmon’s home
four T D ’s scored against Lawrence this season only one has been <>n the course. The Vikes slammed in the
ground and that one was a fourth down fluke scored by a Monmouth first seven men, for a perfect 50Lefthalf Jack Schultz is Beloit's leading ground gainer, 99b
guard. Special consideration should be given to Lloyd Nielsen whose 15 score.
puted to be one of the fastest men on the Gold squad and <|
consistent extra point conversions could well have meant victory or
Finishing first in the 2 65 mile
4
defeat in a close game.
course was Vike Captain Paul F.ls- good open field runner.
The publicized "battle of the ends" failed to materialize as the glue ' berry. His time was 14.30. He was
fingered offensive play and rib-rocking defensive work of both followed by Bill Sievert,
14.35;
Kadtke and McKenzie outshined Hedmond and I’eters who seemed Larry Nelson, 14.37; Sonny Meltz,
to have trouble in many cases snaring well directed passes.
14.38; Bud Inglis. 14 50; R a l p h
•
*
•
Vogt, 15.20 and Bob Hill, 15.28, all
It is significant that the cross-country team took the first seven of Lawrence.
places in its recent meeting with Ripon which it won by a score of
Nelson and Meltz showed con
15-50. The continual improvement of Bill Sievert. Clarence Meltz. Larry siderable improvement over pre
C O N T IN U E D F R O M PA G E I
Nelson, Bud Inglis, Ralph Vogt, Bob Hill and Elwood Horstman is giv vious meets, both finishing within
shape. Knoedler showed signs off
ing Paul Elsberry the support of a potential championship team.
a few feet of Sievert. Had it not the Hues 26-6, at Beloit. Three
The spirit of the team is really tops and this author feels that a been for a misunderstanding con men who were instrumental in eomplcte recovery. The c o n d ilions of the two quarterback*,
surprise may be in store for Cornell’s defending champions this coming cerning the finish line, Elsberry
November 12. at the conference meet in Chicago, despite the fact that would probably have cracked the that victory will he hack this year
Don and IHck Boya, are not ser
to haunt Olson and
company:
course record of 14 14.
Cornell boasts a duel meet victory over Lawrence already.
ious enough to keep them out off
Claude Radtke, who eaught
a
tomorrow’s game.
pass for the first t o n e li d o w n,
Landsberg, who injured a pre*
llarvey KuesUr, who
plunged viously weak shoulder, should be
through center for the second, ready to go, and Bill Nitzche who
and Chuck Knoedler, who ran for didn't start last week because of
the third Tl>.
an infection in his leg, will prob
W hile the Vikes h a v e been c o m 
ably get the nod over Chuck Wil
piling their im pressive record, th<
liams. Don Exncr’s ankle has re
Beloit tea m has found the going
sponded to treatment and In will
pretty tough. After losing to Carle-1
be ready to play.
tor., 27-14. the B u c s s n a p p e d an 11
Lawrence will field a team which
g a m e losing streak by
upsetting
outweighs Beloit, 187-179. Beloit'S
L a k e Forest, 34-21. Since then the
questionable advantage lies in the
te a m has lost three straight
to
Carroll 13 0, Ripon 31-0 and K n o x backfield where the Bucs have a
17.') average against 173 for
the
20-12
H o w e v e r they played m u c h bet Vikes
The Blue and Whit« will
ter bail last w e e k against K n o x
have an 11 pound advantage in
than the score indicates. T h e y
fum b led nine times, twice inside tho line when they pit a 194 aver*
th1 ten-yard line w h ic h led to two age against 183 for Beloit
K n o x scores In spite of this sloppy LAST W K K K ’S IILSI LTS
ball-handling, they w e r e outscored Conference
Lawrence 28, Ripon 7
by only one touchdow n.
Knox 20, Beloit 12
Lawrence will go into the g a m e
a favorite on the basis of its p e r  Monmouth 40, Cornell 0
formance thus far. In addition to Grinnell 33, Coe 6
their five conference victories with Nor-conference
out defeat the Vikes lead in total Carroll 7, Carleton 0
points scored ( 10 2 ) and have also S A T U R D A Y G A M E S
limited their opponents to l e a s t Conference
Shown in oction is the Beloit Buc backfield. Working off the unique Y formation introduc number of points (26). Beloit, on Beloit at Lawrence
Ripon at Carlcton
ed by Coach Ollie Olson, they are (I. to r.) Bill Dahlquist, Dale W illiam s, Roger Brekke and the other hand ranks seventh in Knox
at Coe
points scored with 32, and last de
Jack Schultz. Beloit will foce Lawrence on W hiting field for the Vikes' homecoming battle fensively with 78,
Cornell at Grinnell
and last home game of the season. A Blue and W hite victory would give Lawrence on un
Lawrence came through I a * t Non-conference
Augustana at Monmouth
week's game in good physical

Frosh Harriers
Tramp Ripon

Lawrence Crushes
Ripon's Harriers

Bucs Invade Viking Grid Field
For Season's Last Home Tilt

disputed Midwest conference championship.
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Last Homecoming for 15 Senior Vike Gridmen
BY M UFF
I---------------------devastating blocker, a smart think
Saturday's game with Beloit at ter to tackle this year and spent A transfer from Marquette where spent some time in the army and ing signal caller, a slippery runner,
he was a varsity member he is an stands 6 feet scaling 190 pounds,
Whiting field will be the ast Home* a couple years in the navy.
a rock ’em, sock ’em tackier, —
all around athlete and has
won BILL H O L W A Y , Guard
this could go on for the rest of the
corning fray for 18 Lawrence sen- B O B M c C A B E , Halfback
ioi s They are included
in the Mac's bullet passes are beautiful numerals in track and basketball Bill is used in the secondary on page — Donny is still pretty much
and he combines sharp
passing ai well as footbalL With better than defense where his pass intercept- unappreciated by any one except
thnnbnail sketches of each player
with hard running
which makes 190 pound, spread over hi» « feet-";*, abi‘‘,ty has PuHedLawrenceout the members of the teams pound
Riven below.
him a threat every time he handles
*
of trouble on more than one occas- ing each other on the grid stripes.
game lon He is also a very able offens- This year's captain and most val
R E F H F O R BU S H , Halfback
the ball. Has run into tough luck 2 , the slashing defensive
up'ive man and one of the many guys uable player in '47, he is a sen
Heed’s running on reverse plays with injuries but seems to have re- played by .the ends is right
.who plays a consistently fine game ior. scaling 155 and standing 5ha» been ouUtandin« this year and covered nicely A Junior. Mac »pent Mac's alley. A senior.
some 2 0 months in the navy and is HO N R F IN IC K F , Guard
|of ball but gets little personal rec- feet-7.
he has even turned a hand
at 5
jj jgjj and weighs
about
Don’s cat-like agility makes
it ogmtion. A senior, 5-feet-ll^, 180 B O B L A N H S B F R G . Guard
throwing a few passes. A senior, 170.
hard for opponents to keep track pound*» he is one of the most ag- One of the best, if not the best,
of him and allows him to wiggle gressive men on the squad,
guards in the conference. Tiger is
he has won four letters at Law- BILL NITZSCHF, Tackle
_re.ice
. and. was an all conference I The only sophomore __in the
having a great year for himself.
. start. into places a bigger man couldn’t CAL C H A M B F R L A IN , Tackle
ung line • up, Bill also
has the start to penetrate. An all-state se-| Cal is a big, rugged boy
whotFast, tough and football wise, he
back in ‘47. Reed is married and heavies* man on the squad, push- lection in high school he is used can really give opponents a hard is usually one of the last guys to
served with the infantry in C»cr-|lng 2 2 0 pounds around on the grid- mostly on defense at
Lawrence, time. No specialist, he is in the get up from a pile-up. He was a
many during the war. At 5 feet 9, ,ron He works well both offensive- Don competes in wrestling and game most of the time both on of-j second all-conference choice
last
170 pounds, he was Vike wrestling jy on{j defensively and is a product track, measures
5-feet-10,
170 fer.se and defense. He has
won yeai and an all-state high school
captain and is a member of Mace. Qf Wausau high school. Served a pounds and is a sophomore.
Ithree letters at Lawrence and the player. A senior, 5-feet-9,
170
riill. IIAAS, Halfback
year and a half in the marines and J*M W F B E R S , Guard
st’-rdy senior uses his 208 pound, pounds his offensive work is every
A fine passer last year, Phil has js 5 feet jj tau
Big Moose is a robust joker who 6 -feet bulk where opponents feel it bit as good as his defensive play
developed into a great triple threat f O M M C K K N / I K , Fnd
can strike fear in the hearts of the most,
wnich is saying a mouthfuL
man and is making a strong bid Mac is the kind of end any coach opponents by merely flexing
his HON B O Y A , Quarterback
C L A U D E K A D T K F . Fnd
for all -conference honors. He hits’¡lkt.s to sve H e can really rock ’em muscles at them. But he doesn’t! The Stumper goes out of his way
When you say “ end” you might
opponents like a run - away truck defensively and is a first rate pass stop there. The muscle laden soph- to prove the old adage that a good ai well say “ Claude Radtke.” His
und his booming punts have pulled receiver as well as
being
big oir.ore plays a bruising game and little man can sometimes beat the
tTurn to Page 7)
the Vikings out of more than one'enoUgh to mix it with the tackles. 1would be an asset to any team. He big fellows at their own game. A
holi
An all state back in high1
school, Phil is a junior standing.
6 firl 2 and tilting the scale at 190.
I>l< K I R A IL IN G , Guard

Big and rugged at 6 feet 2, 197
pounds Dick hs picked up three let
ters at Lawrence. He can be awfiiil.x tough when he gets mad and
plays it rough. A
senior, Dick
H i-nt his military time in the air
con s and is married and the proud
father of a daughter, with another
blessed event on the way. Hurls the
Ja\ tin for the Vike track squad.
Al. II \ IX O C K , End
Al is the big guy that does all of
Lawrence's kicking off. He is a
011« in.in track team as well as a
footballer and stands ti feet 2 and
Wei, hs 193 pounds. Has been used
this vear almost exclusively
for
ki»’K off* and occasionally for boot
ing extra points.
( Ill < K

KNOKHLFB,

Halfback

In lured in the first game of the
yeai. Chuck may be in shape to
plav some in the homecoming tilt.
l.eti the Vikes on the ground last
yeai vMth his steady running and
a si tossed some passes. He won
hom.1able mention on last year’s
nil conference squad and is a sen
ior Was in the army air - corps
f.»i .1 couple of years, stands 5 feet
7 ai d weighs 182 pounds and can
quick kick
M l I. T H O M P S O N , Center

This bulky lad from Menasha has
do.11 a whale of a job at center
this year Sometimes beats
the,
t>nds downfield under punts. Spent
three years in the army, won an Li
111 ‘47 and measures around 8 feet,
Ii».» pounds. Senior this year and is 1
a rough competitor.

MajorfdfVa//, Harvard, '40
-ffymfExecutive.USJirForce/

H A R V E Y K I ’F S T F K . Fullback

Chief has spent a lot of his time
nursing injuries but
when
in
shape can really smack the line
for a small man. Built low to the
ground, he can usually squeeze out
an extra yard or two. A senior, he
has won three letters and spent
some two and a half years in the
mat me corps. Packs 174 pounds on
n f> feet 7 frame.
L L O Y H N IFLSFN , Fnd
l.loydic does most of the place
ment work for the Vikes and has
bee. me quite proficient at it The
6 feet 180 pound senior has won
fou 1 letters at Lawrence and is a
good defensive player. This year,
however, he has been used primar
ily for the extra point attempts.
Spent time in the air corps and is
a member of Mace,
lilt K UAI KK, Tacklc
Slic k is plenty big and uses his
si/e to play a nigged game in the
line A junior he won frosh numer
als here, stands 8 feet, checks in j
at L’00 pounds and spent a year in
the marines.
H IC K BOY A, Quarterback
Dick has been used mostly on
defense this year but gives a good
account of himself when he is m
there calling ’em. The husky soph
is sharp on pass defense and hits
hard when he tackles His dimen
sion» are about 5 feet 11
180
pounds and he spent three years
with the submarine service.
HON

Born in Newark, N.
he moved to
Boston at un early age, graduated from
the public Latin high school in 1936, en
tered Harvard the same year, where he
majored in economics and government.

“ Active on the campus" — he played
football, earned his letter on the boxing
team. He worked part-time in a variety
of jobs from bouncer to baby sitter,
received his A B degree in 1940.

He enrolled in Harvard Law School, left
at the beginning of the war to becomc an
Aviation Cadet. In December, 1942, he
won his pilot’s wings, received a Reserve
commission as Second Lieutenant.

Assigned to anti-sub patrol duty, he flew
B-25's and B-17's before going overseas
in 1944, where he flew 30 missions as a
B-24 pilot. Shot down over Germany,
he was a prisoner of war for S months,

Back in the States with his English wife,
he earned his Regular commission. Then
he returned to Harvard under the Air
Force college training program, receiving
his L L B degree in 1949.

Now, he is confident about his future and
security. As a pilot and legal officer of
Bolling Air Force Base, D. C., Major Ed
Wall is a typical U. S. Air Force flying
executive . . . with a challenging career.

If you are tingle, between the ages of 90
and fiV4, with at least two year* of college,
consider a flying career at an officer tn the
U. S. Air Force. You may be able to meet
the high physical and moral requirements
and be selected for training as an Aviation
Cadet. If you do not complete Aviation
Cadet training, you may return to civilian
life or have opportunity to train at Officer
Candidate School for an important officer
assignment tn non-flying fields.

Ayr Pores officer procurement teams ars
visiting many colleges and universities to
explain these career opportunities. Watch
for thexr arrival— or get full details af your
nearest* _
_ _____
, WVTw[||n
Air
Fores______
Base,_ local recruiting
writing to the Chief"of "staff,
U . S. Air Fore#, Attention: Aviation Cadet
Branch* Washington t5, D . C.

E X N E R . Fullback

Ex drives hard for a light man
and has been getting a lot of work
this year. Was in the marine corps
for ii year and a half, married.
Stands 5 feet 11 and wicghs 18a
pounds. Won numerals in football,
basketball and track here.
BILL B O R N . Tsckle
An up and coming sophniorc who
plays a topnotch game in the line,
Hill stacks up to about 8 feet 1,
188 pounds and adds depth to the
tacklc position. Switched from ccn*
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LastHomeGame Lawrence Frosh Gridders Bow Week's Events
For 15 Seniors ToCarrollYearlin9S'27‘13
Decide Champs
I

H’W n

T A «IfMAM AA

1

wt n

-....

--

The Lawrence college freshman;
!football team dropped a 27-13 deci-1thc alr and set up K,lh their touch'
downs and scoted one that way.
sion to the Carroll college frosh
superlative end play for the past
Actually, despite the fact that the
Wednesday afternoon on Whiting
two seasons has earned him nation
Pioneers rolled almost ut will
field. The loss, the second for the through the Lawrence line the
wide attention as well as all-con
Vike yearlings, winds up their sea- name was not a* one-sided as it
ference rating in ’48. Fast as well
,
_
. . . . . .
son limited by Midwest conference mi»;ht seem. The Lawrence air at
as big, Bear Paws is tailed by two
,
.
L
>rules to two games. They los‘ tack helped to offset the Carroll
or three men every time he goesi « ,•
.,
ground -" ’ and the Vikes were
out for a pass and he has looked',
,ier,.nL
vear
Hipon on the Carroll 11 as the half ended
and on the Carroll 17 when the
like a halfback carrying the ball
„J*
, . , , ,
..
on end around plays. A slashing j
0,n f ’ '
° ,n
rame ended.
Carroll had one
smashing, defensive player, and a
same town from touchdown callcd by because of a
doiigod blocker, he Rets the most,
'“f.
Carroll penalty on a 45-yard pass play to
Pontow.
out of his rangy 6 feet 3. 200 pound frosh. tc*"?uha^ a" d„ ,hc snme
frame.
ir which the Carroll varsity coach.
S P F N C K P O T T E R , Halfback
Mickey” McCormick, coached be->
L
n ; „ „ arc
The lightest man on the squad![°r,°
to Carroll spelled the t X C / i a H g e U m n e r S
Spence makes up for his lack of r, .
ence ,ln
e
. .uf
-I-.-,-. L f M r l i l i l . V r
weight with determination. Used as P° ° w: a sf e^ me/Kch?"t *
ht: K O p l O C e H O S t l l l t i e S
a soot man he runs hard and passscor^ USall ofC Carroiril There were no midnight
raids
C O N T IN U E D
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touchdowns- He went 62 yards'in with Pails of Paint between Lawmrtl the first Quarter for the first, 9 and'rence and Ripon college this year
r H i ]i"k W I I H a M S T . r k j o n e - h a l f in the second period fori ln Patil falls, nocturnal
calm
“ h.Vot ic i n l w l i nM h » « „ ,v!the second, 80 yards in the third for has often been disrupted by intertJ
.5 ™ ! 1 P. °
u I ? !the third score, and 5 5 yards in the eampus high jinks just previous to
good tackles Coach Heselton has on
fourth period for the final one. Ith« annual Lawrence-Ripon game.
tap this year. A senior and letter That’s not all the running he did, As the feud grew in intensity and!
winner last year he is a transfer
just the scoring plays.
'damage during the last
severa»|
student from Wilson Jr. college,
Carroll Strong on Ground
lyears, administrators from
both
ch .rts in at 6-feet-2, 190 pounds.
In all the Carroll running attack campuses have been seeking a so-j
BILL C A R L T O N , Guard
‘ , j
, .’
. „
._rolled over the Vikes for a net of lution to the problem.
397 yard8- Its passing attack added 1 At the suggestion of Paul ElsilSls at Lawrence and hails from 27 moro' Lawrence was held to a berry, co - pep chairman,
and
f
h* wonlnet of 59 yards °n the ground. 57 of John Fillion, president of the stu,, .
final run by ¡dent
I V «. A,
'*u„n
= i/inf nit 1.0M0il1which
” men came in one tinal
,aeni body,
oooy, two exchange
excnange dinners
three football letters. 5-fcet OH. 188 Bruc(,
seconds.lwere held lust week to keep rc
pounds.
aBut in the air Lawrence had things lations on a friendly keel before
FRED 1IARKKR, Center
pretty much its own way.
The Lawrence met Ripon at the latter's
Used quite frequently last year,
Fred hasn’t broken into the line-up Vikes went a total of 275 yards in homecoming Saturday.
too often this season. He earned
Lawrence numerals, is a
senior,
standing 6 -feot-l and weighing 180
pounds.
P E T E JACOBS, Quarterback
At present Pete is understudying
the Boy a brothers at quarter and
in high school he was selected to
the all-state squad. A sophomore, 1
5 -feet-10 , 160 pounds.
W E B S T E R IIRON, Fullback
Web received freshman numerals
last year and can play
either
tackle or fullback. A veteran of
three years in the air corps
he
stands 6 -feet and weighs 185 pounds.
R A Y 8 P A N G E N B E R G , End
A senior, Ray nas been on the
squad for four years and spent 18
months in the air corps. Won two,
letters at Appleton high school and
stretches 190 pounds over 6 feet-3
N E A L M A R S H A L L , Tackle
A sophomore, Neal is starting to
break into the line-up after a slow
start. Haiis from Iowa and is 4-feet1 tall, tipping the scales at 190.
1>.\K V R IE S M A N , Center
Dar is a G feet, 180 pound junior
from Whitefish Bay
who
has
earned numerals in li>47.
P H IL M O N T K O SS . Halfback
Phil is a junior from Wausau and
received numerals in football and
basketball. 5-fcet-l0, 165 pounds.

year between Beta Theta Pi and
Delta Tau Delta will decide the interfraternity touch football cham
pionship. The Betas must Deat Sig
ma Phi Epsilon while the Delta
Delts, Betas Tie First
have to whip the Sig Eps and Phi
In Greek Grid Race
Delta Theta.
In last week's games, the Delts
Pel.
•SS7
slaughtered the Independents. 50-0,
Delta T a u D eli»
.*•>7
U rta T h r U PI
while the Betas nosed out Bhi Kap
.»71
S ig m a P h i EpitUoti
.571
P h i Orili» T h r u
pa Tau. 20-13. and the Phi Delts
.IKK)
Phi K a p p a Tan
beat the Sig Eps. 12-6.
O C T . 51
In Tuesday’s feature game, the
Phi T a u « vit. P hi Delta.
Belas
edged past the Phi Delts,
Sig K p i va. Delta.
10 2 . scoring two safeties and
a
NOV. 1
SI* Eps V». Beta*.
touchdown to the Phi Delts
lone
Phi Delta vi. Delt*.
safety. Otner action saw the Delts
NOV. S
tip the Phi Taus, 13-0, and the In
Dells V«. lieta«.
Sig K ps vi. P h i Ta ua.
dies forfeit to the Sig Eps. That
forfeit means that the Indies are
Barring any upsets which are al out of the league and all their re
ways possible, the final game of the maining games are forfeited.
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Men's
Lined Jackets

C H A M P IO N S H IP
TEA M

Day niter day at the Univer
sity Store in Athens, Georgia,

Shiny twill, insulated with

10 0 % wool filled quilting.

$6.5 0

as in college »hops through

T h is

out the country, you can

Homecoming
Weekend.. .

always find University of
Georgia students and ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For with -tudents
everywhere,

drink—C<>ke hc/ou^s.

Mouton Lamb collar. Wind
resistant,
Zip front.

$

water

fro-ty ice-cold

Coca-Cola is tlie favorite
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When It's Needed. . . .

Letter to the Editor

TILT

Papke Cites Objections
To Dr. Park's Speech

BY B R A D L E E

. . . Lawrence has pep.
I’ve got a limited engagement on
If you were present at Ripon last Saturday, or if
your earth, then I’m going back to
How Now?
— — — — ——
you listened to the football game account on the
Mars. Sure you are going to die but
you're going to live until you die
I
radio, you had to admit that Lawrence had pep.
so why worry? How about tomor
U f lll flC If I l l P
Ilipon heard us, the fellows on the team heard us. and
row? There ain’t no tomorrow. . . I
lo the editor:
J V W
H IV
lhe ra(j, 0 audience heard u<*
know because I don’t know what it
In the convocation speech of last Thursday, Dr.
Let’s do it once more.
feels like, and if you can’t feel it
No-Yong Park neglected to point out that:
somehow, it ain’t. Yesterday W A S
B Y K IT T L E
and so it ISN’T . . it H A S BEEN.
What a wonderful place
Law
1 —When the Chinese people withstood the Jap
That’s good.
rence college is! Huw great
to
anese for nine years they were not fighting as much
I A M . I wasn’t. I am not going
watch the finely chiseled students
Student government meetings are public meetings. for the Nationalist government as they were fighting to be. . .1 A M . What is bread?
weno their happy way to classes
. . .
.
.,
. .
.
Water. What are you? Water.
V/hat is a scotch highball? Water.
.ach morning, th.-ir eyes afire w.th Studc" ts who s»tak at lhe ,,,ec' ; " 8s m “sl b<> hcld against the Japanese.

Think It Over

thirst (or knowledge, and sh.,v.,rwPu‘'3ible tor thcir atat" " ' nU' The s,udent cx<!cuAnd it is a matter of question whether, after the
In« each other otf the sidewalk or liv<! eommittee cannot be respected a, a governine
initial years of war, the Chinese so much withstood
down the stairs in their eagerness b" d* unlNS “ood M " se and P®»etr.ting thought prethe Japanese as the Japanese, able to penetrate the
to be at it
|vail at its meelinSs
country at will, withstood the temptation to ad*
I have stopped the lithe, longvance further than was militarily and politically ex*
limbed coeds slithering through the
pedient.
mob at the bottom of tin* Main
2—General Marshall’s foreign policy was consistent
hall stairs and said: “ How goes
In the process of publishing The Lawrentian, the
it?' and they have replied: “ I suf- three most difficult tasks facing the editor-in-chief both in Europe and in China. The governments of
fer this that someday I may take are ( 1 > finding a columnist; <2 > getting the columnist France, Italy, etc., are representative governments.
my place in this world as a super- to write; and (3) censoring his columns. The third is
They give representation to the communists according
lor citizen and show those less priv- undoubtedly far more difficult than the first two.
Jleged than I the way to the good, Often the columnist is bent on giving vent to to their popularity as evidenced in a free, nation-wide
the true and the beautiful.”
personal prejudices and axe grinding. The editor election. In China we asked the Nationalists to make
I have - approached • lean- sometimes is unable to discover this until too late. ‘.heir government representative by giving the com
Jawed, unshaven veterans
and The columnist may veil vile expressions under a munists a voice in making decision. This Chiang and
asked, “ How n ow ?" and
they cloudy cloak of allusive and puzzling references to ihe Koumintang refused to do.
th.

Exit Eppa

ha ve replied: “ You ask me ‘How

3—The United States’ supply of funds for foreign
personalities, under a superficial motive of “stimulat!,ng student thought,” or by incorporating the cloak aid is not inexhaustible, and, in as much as the money
and the motive into what apparently seems pure fic which the United States was pouring into China w-as
tion.
producing little or no results, the limited supply could
That is what Eppa Rexy did last week. Our apolo- je better used in Europe.
kies to the persons who were shamefully abused
4— Had the United States given China ten times
through his gross perfidy and our negligence. Eppa's the amount that even the Nationaltats claim we gave
Islanderous article was one of the lowest, meanest, them, it still would not have yielded any appre
stupidest, most poisonous and infamous pieces of ciable change in actual results.
'vnting that the editor has ever read. We considered
5— It is useless to encourage the United States to
I have queried confident, extro it a stab-in-the-back and a personal insult.
aid China by indicating that China would constitute
verted psychology majors
and
Eppa. you're canned!
a second front in the event of war with Russia, for
ask. d. “ Is it true?” They
have
ub such China could well become a heavy liability
smiled condescendingly and
said,
constantly draining our resources in men and mate•‘I’m afraid so lad. I'm afraid so.
-ial. The same reasoning which says Stalin would
Mine is the studv of human behav. . .
..
...
Russell Lllis, student executive committee, pressed
drongly hesitate to fight on two fronts because Hitler
ior and 1 can help you.
!
. . . . .
.,
..
.. .
1 have interrupted bespectacled“ ‘,omt at last wceks meeting which is worth much did so can be applied with equal force to China and
ph> virs majors during their stud- more consideration than was given by other delegates become a reason for our not aiding her for fear of get
les and asked. "Why?'' and they who couldn't be bothered.
ting involved in a two-front war with Russia.
have swallowed their slide rules
Theie are several aspects to the situation whereby
8 —In his speech he indicated no solution but only
and answered. "I probe the secrets
of the atom much as did our dis-.paPer chemistry students get a much lower price advised the same pouring of funds into the hands of
tinuMish. d forbear Sir tsaae Neu-rate (or admis>ion to athletic events than college . a corrupt government, a corruption he did not deny
Iron
'students. Very few of these aspects were even con- 1 hllt oni„
fri nualifv
I toil so that someday our K o a l ...............................
..
i bul on,y sought to qualify.
ma> be realized. You ask me what s,dt*r<>d at ,nst weeks meeting.
j
—JE R O M E J. P A P K E
that goal is and I reply that only,
wner every m an may possess an
atomic stock pile of his very own
Wli' there be any hope of solving
youi problems.
now?’ I say to you that I labor
here because my unele wills it.
E»ery month I receive a stipend
of $75 on which to subsist. Were
£ disabled by some servlce-eonnected wound or being married
I would receive moriv You ask
me 'How now?’, I reply thal I
receive $15 a month.”

More Consideration

S D A A t t a c k A b s o l u t e l y F a ls e ,

I have stopped hustling, busi
ness-like econ majors and said,
*‘Tell m e.” And they have fixed
'lie with that finely chiseled look
and replied, “ I study the Intric
acies of economics so that some
day 1 may be a success in the
business world. The solution
is
simple; all must needs
more
money and all good things will
follow consequently.
consequently

B lin d P r e ju d ic e 7, S a y s G l a s n e r

It's all water . . . mixed water.
What is water? N o w that’s the
question. Water is I.
That bread
is I. You are I. Your family is I.
A bull is I. A squirrel is I. Can I,
the bull, climb a tree like I, the
squirrel? Yes, If I had too, and
that’s good.

Money
is
nothing . . . paper.
People die for paper and paper is
water and water is I. People die for
I. But I have limited engagement
on your earth and nobody can hurt
me. Nobody can do me any good,
and nobody can do me any harm. I
could do as much with a thousand
dollars as I can with a nickel. What
could I do? Spend it.
What do you think of philosophy?
You tell me and I’ll tell you. There
is a tomorrow. There is a tomor
row. There is a tomorrow. What
does it look like? What is going
to happen tomorrow? I know, I
have the knowledge to know. Same
thing. Same thing that happened
yesterday.
What is woman? Take off the
“n.” Then how much of the earth
is covered by water? H o w much
do you think? H o w much of the
earth is covered by Russia? H o w
much of the earth nis covered by
this country?

It's all the same, everybody's the
same. I’ve got as much as every
body. What is a turkey? How many?
What is music? Something pleasing
to the ear. No matter how many
people write about it in books,
they’ll never know. Who are they?
Water.
Did you hear me? No, I didn't
head you because I know you.
Where were you? When did you
come down, I never came down, no
body ever made me come down.
I was here before. I can see, I
can see, I can see! Are you here’
No.

Dr. Park Affirms
'Americans Lose
Prestige in Orient'

The withdrawal of U. S. troop*
from China last spring
was an
American Dunkirk, Dr. No - Yong
__ Park said at
convocation
last

_____ ______
To the editor:
Possibly ionic reply is indicated one follow* a party line. The SD A the world in which they live. The part on
after the "criticism” leveled at the at Lawrence is here for the pur- SDA at Lawrence is not here to the subject “ Red Shadow Over As,Sl)A in the “ letters to the editor” jpose of increasing the knowledge of ’give you the “ only” answer.
|iadepartment of The Lawrentian last those who wish to know more about I
Park pointed out that America
JA C K G L A S N E R
week. Unfortunately, when a “ crit----1
has been defeated in the cold war
* And besides. Daddy feels that a'tc” begins with a bias of such magin the Orient, and her withdrawal,
Cot rue degree certainly won't do nitude (as did the writer of last
although carried on quietly
and
any harm when he takes me into week's letter), it is difficult to sepwitnout publicity, lost her all na
his business.”
arate honest criticism from foam
tional prestige in the Far East.
I have halted eager.
beany- ing - at - the - mouuth. I feel that
He continued by commenting on
crownec* freshmen and asked. "How the bias is well established with
the virtual absence of
American
come?” and they have answered: |the immediate name * calling in
aid to the Orient.
America
has
“ I come seeking an education and the letter. Liberals are not, of
been pouring its
resources into
it >s only a secondary matter that necessity, “ crack - pots” , nor do
Europe without a thought for the
I have been pledged by the best they follow a "pinkish line",
tremendous continent of Asia, it
fr «' on campus. You ask me why
That letter was obviously a mixwas his opinion.
it ip the best and I reply that ture of absolute
falsehood and
A firm U. S. policy in the Orient
Father told me and he should know blind prejudice. By no stretch of
can prevent another war, he went
because it's his frat, too.”
on. “ Even Hitler refused to fight a
the imagination can the U A W (Ctwo front war. Joe Stalin will think
IO> be classified among "the most
rr.ary times before he begins a war
leftist” labor unions in this coun
while the Asiatic front is still inse
try when its leader, Walter Reuth'I l i e
I M ie n n tm u
cure ”
.
. .
.. ,er. is hated and feared
by the
rubli»hrd
n rrv
I ridav
during
thr
. .
.
.
.
The United States is the only
roller »rar ,,rrP» ».cation. b, fhr communists whom he has repcatnai’on who can lead in this battle
!•» rriiimn Hoard of control o( I.«« edly kept in the background, and
rrnrr colirgr. Appleton. wur»n»in. (from positions of importance or
against communism — not bccause
she sits on the mountains of gold or
fcnlrrrd a« »rrond cl*»* milter Srpl power in the U A W . Incidently, the
commands millions of men — but
so. n»io. at thr po«i nifirt at Applrton. dues for the SDA are one “ buck”
becaust she has repudiated
the
j"i.r
r
.
r
*•
't
*
1*
per
year,
plus
an
amount
set
bv
I'mitrd bv Ihr Poul I'ublUhlug ( « m ,
. ,
.
,
.
, •
policies of conquest and domina
pan«, Applrton. nUrontln. Subvert!*-| ' lOCtll c h a p t d (here the dtlCS
tion.” said Park
tlon ratr* are i'i VI prr year Si.2.1 per a r e O n e “ blick” per
semester).
irmr«irr.
These are the most obvious, most
editor in-rhirf
william nonaid f la g r a n t fa ls e h o o d s in the letter.
H a m lin e S tu d e n ts , F a cu lty
rhonr
and there arc others.
E n d o r s e M e d i c a l Plan
iiu«inr«<> managrr ..
itohrrt Hantorh Distortion of fact is easily acrhonr s •.«;«:
complished when isolated
stateSt. Paul, Minn. <IP> — The med
m rxKTM iNT in \ns
ments are torn from thcir context.
ical reimbursement plan for acci
M a n a ti ng rditor
\mta Htggin* and the writer of last week's letter
dents has been endorsed for ano
N r w » rdllnr
’. , ”h"i iiVn “n'aiia
In China, the SDA advoCopy
rditor . .
ther year by both student and fac
H r a d l l n t rditor
... carol Kevin» cates the support of any independulty
members at Hamline universi
M . i k r u p rditor
.. Margarn \\.»if ent, democratic regime Now. this
ty. Last year, 333 students had the
$port«i rditor . . .
iirorgr Krr.irri. k docs not say that the SOA advofinancial protection of this accident
M u « i r rditor . .
"coii'in Hrhrl'rdr)
lho support of any regime.
I’hotographrr
insurance, according to statistics
Art rditor
...
. . I l a l n r .1o h n s o n “ including the
communist".
It
compiled here recently.
|says I N D E P E N D E N T regime, not
m >IMSS ST Ai I
A summary of accidents on the
A«sM am
bu«inr** m an a g er
O a m r i T r a » foreign - controlled or dominated.
campus shows a total of (56 which
('Imitation managrr
Patricia Hnrlrit The members OÍ this SD A chapwere serious enough
to demand
E D IT O R IA L B O A R D
ter were, and are. well acquainted
medical attention. About one-third
William Beringcr,
Anne
Cox. with the principles of the SDA. an
of these occurred to people who
Johi. Fillion. Patricia Foley, Law- indication of the relative intclligenhad the accident policy. The x-ray,
ronce Futchik, Anita Higgins. Ar- ccs involved in this discussion, and
hospital and medical
costs
of
thin Thiel. Dar Vricsman and the membership in ihis, or any other,
these accidents ranged from $ 2 to
editor.
|SDA chapter docs not mean thati
4ovcr $l,uoo.

...AMO AFTER Hf GIVES ME THM" *5TA,CS IN
My f yes ' Routine , he tells me he's got
A date fog the ttonecotmoi Qa.nce

